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(Anti-Discount)

Copycats

Differentiating PL   
(Added-value PL)

History of Private Labels
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Manufacturer Brand 
Brand legally owned by a manufacturer 

Manufacturer invests into developing and  

maintaining consumer preference  

Private Label (Own Brand, Store Brand, Retailer Brand) 
Brand legally owned by a retailer or distributor  

Manufacturer does not invest into developing  

and maintaining consumer preference

Brands vs. Private Labels



Positionierung Distinctive positioning of the retailer brand. USP

Assortment
Assortment strategy including private label as key means to 
differentiate

Positioning

The store  
is the brand

Store banner is carefully cultivated and built as a strong brand

Retailer store brand strategies



Inter-store 
competition Differentiation from the competition and improving shopper loyalty

Intra-store  
competition

Private labels generate better gross margins than branded sales, 
alternative to brands

Onderhandeling

Private Label: strategic objectives of the retailer

Retailers obtain a deep insight in the actual cost price of a product   
and strengthen their bargaining position vs. brand suppliers 

Negotiation

Segmentation Targeting different segments in the market 
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Private Label Architecture (typical)

mid-tier  
private label

budget private label

premium 
 private label

good

better

best



Fairtrade 
sustainabilty

Convenience 
to-go / 

Snacking

Free from 
(lactose, gluten)

Regional 
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organic 
and vegan

healthy 
eating

seasonalcountry 
brands

Private Label Assortment - niches covered

Superfood

better

best

good
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AMSTERDAM | CHENNAI | BENGALURU | HANNOVER

Brand Creation - Venture Brand „Delicata“ 
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First Albrecht Discount - ALDI - opened 1962 



Karl & Theo Albrecht 1970

„The aim of hard discount is to make basic goods of daily need available at 
the lowest possible price, while maintaining high quality standards. 
All attention and resources are allocated to this strategic objective.“ 

Hard Discount Principles according to its Inventors 
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Discounters excel in: 

1. Lowest Price 

2. Consistent Good Quality 

3. Simplicity

5 %

15 %

80 %

Cost of Goods
Operating expenses
EBIT

3 %

25 %

72 %

Cost of Goods
Operating expenses
EBIT

Discounter
Supermarket

Discount retail model: supermarkets can´t beat on price



Aldi and Lidl in Europe

28 countries 
10.500 stores 
81 Bn. € 
ca. 80% private labels

16 countries (9 North, 8 South) 

8.550 stores (4.800 North, 3750 South) 

62 Bn. € (26 Bn € North, 36 Bn € South) 

>90 % private labels 
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Market share of discount retailers in selected countries (2017)

          

= 4 % 

= 7 %
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Aldi Nord - new Store Design
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Aldi Sued - Upgrade of Stores and Assortment
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Store brand usually not used for private labelFancy labels

Assortment

17

100+  marcas de lujo en Aldi - varían de un país a otro 

¡Posibilidad de elección! 

Discounter Private Label Characteristics
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Assortment
Limited assortment, benchmark national brand, huge 
volumes per SKU. Permanently improve assortment to 
meet consumer´s needs. Mix-cartons to offer choice.

Discounter Private Label Characteristics
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Architecture
No consistent Private Label-architecture - good/better/
best -  through all categories. Introduction premium 
labels

Discounter Private Label Characteristics
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Innovation
Increasing use to add value and distinction from 
competition - trial and error therefore prerequisite. 
Open to creative ideas.  Lidl and Aldi upfront.

Discounter Private Label Characteristics
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Product quality
Top quality mandatory to keep image. Aldi but also Lidl  
set standards for industry-specifications  - rather than 
national brands. CSR has become a very important issue.

Discounter Private Label Characteristics
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Aldi: new focus on national 
brands

…and on reducing plastic
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Assortment, Services, Store Design to differentiate
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800 g / 1,99 € 800 g / 0,89 €all budget labels: 800g = 0,89 €800g = 1,99 €

National 
 Brand

Germany: comparison national brand versus budget private labels



Facts-based examples and cases are available

It is time to learn from the East!

Edeka´s Gut & Günstig budget range offers same price and quality as Lidl 

Edeka fights discounters head-on - no compromise in price and quality
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             Retailers use their store as a test laboratory for Private Label 
                                       Experimenting at low cost - permanent and active process

Retailer owns the 
store  

Distribution 
is certain

Intense collaboration with 
manufacturers is vital  

in this permanent process

Trial and 
error tactics

Possesses over data, 
shelves and capability to 
execute



Retailer owns the brand

one target group: retailer

Complexity in production

Different business models

Manufacturer owns the brand

2 target groups:  
retailer and consumers

Standardisation in  
production

Private label manufacturer Brand manufacturer



Evolution of the private label manufacturing landscape

5%

37%Mostly weaker brand 
manufacturers start 
producing private 

labels

The further 
weaken their 

brands

Retailers 
rationalize

the category to
create space
for private

label

Some brand
manufacturers

become dedicated 
private label

manufacturers

Branded market share

Private label market share

Average 
market share 

in Europe

100%

1980 Time 2018
Sauce: Managing Private Labels, IPLC 2016



Discounters, in particular Lidl and Aldi will remain the fastest growing 
retail format in Europe. Due to their very low cost structure, mainstream 
retailers can’t beat them on price.

Aldi and Lidl relentlessly try to optimize their processes and seek for 
opportunities to innovate. By all means, quality of own label products is 
crucial for consumer confidence. CSR has become company philosophy.

By upgrading their store concepts, communication and assortment 
including introduction of national brands, boundaries towards 
supermarkets will blur. Supermarkets have to believe in they own strengths

Discounter growth in particular Aldi and Lidl offer manufacturers a promising 
opportunity to extend their business also internationally. This requires 
reliability, proactivity, creativity,  cost efficiency and pay attention to detail. 

Summary and Conclusions

Retailers use multi-tier private label architectures, follow trends very fast 
and cover topics/niches. Venture brands become popular. Health and 
environmental issues as transparency play a vital role.

Private Labels are a key means to shape the retail brand and thus 
differentiate retailers from competition. They will continue to grow in 
Europe in food and non-food categories
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Thank you!
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